GATI-KWE joins hands with Oxfam India to deliver aid to
the flood affected people in Uttarakhand
Hyderabad, July 8th, 2013: GatiʹKintetsu Express Private Limited (GATI-KWE), leaders in Express
Distribution and Supply Chain Solutions in India, has joined hands with Oxfam India, an NGO to provide
aid to people affected by torrential rains and floods in Uttarakhand.
Gati KWE & Oxfam India have signed an MOU for strengthening their partnership with Gati KWE being a
logistics pĂƌƚŶĞƌ ĨŽƌ KǆĨĂŵ /ŶĚŝĂ͛Ɛ ŚƵŵĂŶŝƚĂƌŝĂŶ ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ ƉƌŽŐƌĂŵƐ ŝŶ /ŶĚŝĂ ĨŽƌ ŵŽƌĞ ĞĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚůǇ
responding to the needs of the disaster survivors.
GATI-KWE is providing logistics support ƚŽKǆĨĂŵ͛Ɛ emergency relief response activities in Uttarakhand.
Sanjeev Jain, Director, Gati-KWE said ͞dŚŽƵƐĂŶĚƐŽĨƉĞŽƉůĞŝŶhƚƚĂƌĂŬŚĂŶĚŚĂǀĞďĞĞŶĚŝƐƉůĂĐĞĚĚƵĞƚŽ
the floods. Our endeavor is to reach out to the survivors of this calamity and contribute in a small way
for their well-ďĞŝŶŐ͘͟
Gati believes in being a socially responsible corporate and going beyond business and profit by giving
back to the society. Gati has in various capacities contributed towards development of community,
promoting education and protecting the environment thereby contributing to develop a better society
>ĂƐƚ ǇĞĂƌ͕ ĚƵƌŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ĚĞƐƚƌƵĐƚŝǀĞ ƐƐĂŵ ĨůŽŽĚƐ͕ 'Ăƚŝ ŚĞůƉĞĚ KǆĨĂŵ͛Ɛ relief operations reach many
displaced villagers.
Gati has always been proactive in providing support to victims who are struck by natural calamities ʹ be
it constructing makeshift houses in earthquake hit Maye village (Gujarat), reconstructing a school in
tsunami hit Nagore town (Tamil Nadu) and building work sheds for the flood affected weavers at Rajouli
(Andhra Pradesh).
About Gati ʹ Kintetsu Express Private Limited
Gati-Kintetsu Express Private Limited (GATI-KWE) is a joint venture company between Gati ʹ /ŶĚŝĂ͛Ɛ
pioneer and leader in Express Distribution and Supply Chain Solutions and Kintetsu World Express
:ĂƉĂŶ͛Ɛ ůĞĂĚŝŶŐ ůŽŐŝƐƚŝĐƐ ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƌ͘ &ŽůůŽǁŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ũŽŝŶƚ ǀĞŶƚure GATI-KWE today offers an unmatched
service offering that brings in local experience with global expertise. GATI-KWE is a 3500 people strong
company with an annual turnover of Rs 8088 million.
About Oxfam India
Oxfam India, a fully independent Indian organization (with Indian staff and an Indian Board) is a member
of a global confederation of 17 Oxfams. The Oxfams are rights-based organizations that fight poverty
and injustice by linking grassroots programming (through partner NGOs) to local, national and global
advocacy and policy-making. Oxfam India is an NGO which has been present in India for more

than 60 years and has been doing commendable work in bringing about a positive change in
India as a whole. Their work with the underprivileged through various projects across country
has been admirable.

